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ABSTRACT

New technologies and their seamless wireless interconnectivity bring along many chal-
lenges including security and privacy issues that require immediate attention. Wireless
personal area networks (WPANs) are characterized by limited energy resources and
computing power which call for lightweight security mechanisms in these networks as
a mandatory requirement. In this paper, a lightweight trust-based framework for node
authentication in WPAN is proposed. Our main objective is to minimise the effort
in distinguishing valid requests of trustworthy nodes from invalid requests of mali-
cious nodes that can result in network compromises. We achieve this through network
slicing which divides the network into primary and secondary virtual networks. The
proposed framework has three-fold benefits. Firstly, it authenticates nodes’ requests
based on a novel method of trust value calculation. Secondly, the framework maintains
energy efficiency while authenticating nodes’ requests to access WPAN resources. Fi-
nally, the framework provides a solution for the biasing problem that can arise due
to unexpected behaviour of malicious users in WPANs. The framework efficacy is
illustrated by using a case study to show how it can accurately capture trust relations
among nodes while preventing malicious behavior.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recent rapid advancements in wireless communications, sensor technologies, and the Internet of

things (IoT) have resulted in the evolution of wireless body area network (WBAN) and wireless personal area
networks (WPAN) into an interdisciplinary networking paradigm, connecting people with various real-time
applications including healthcare, sports, entertainment and social media [1–5]. WPAN is a very common and
prevailing technology that is used to monitor and collect data from a physical environment through sensors
that can be attached to the person, implanted, or deployed around the person’s confined area. While a WBAN
interconnects independent nodes (e.g. sensors and actuators) that are present in, on, or around a human body, a
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WPAN is a connected network of devices centered on an individual’s personal workspace. Due to their inherent
limitations in memory and power, they are vulnerable to malicious attacks since current security solutions are
not suitable to protect each node as well as dynamic topology of distributed data processing in WSN [6, 7].

Weak security in WSN can have an adverse impact that could even result in life-threatening condi-
tions in healthcare [6]. In addition, different types of short range wireless networks are constantly expanding
with various devices attached as demonstrated in [8]. The various types of WPANs applications raises sev-
eral issues related to preserving data confidentiality and privacy [9]. With the increased use of WPANs in
various applications that can impact both personal and professional life, it is important to build a lightweight
trust-based authentication framework for ensuring their security [10, 11]. With this aim, the focus of this
research is to propose a security framework to safeguard WPAN with a simplified and lightweight trust man-
agement mechanism. Several studies have demonstrated the feasibility of security attacks on these types of
networks [12], thus, WPAN is considered as a threat by individuals due to the existing vulnerabilities in pro-
tecting their personal data and privacy [13].

Traditional authentication and trust management methods of WPAN are ineffective and the current
security situation warrants an efficient lightweight security method with minimum overhead. Such a solution
must address several security concerns in WPANs: i) a malicious node in WPAN could abuse its resources
with selfish behavior; ii) a malicious node treated as a primary user could stop secondary nodes from using the
network; and iii) malicious nodes could create biased nodes with traditional trust management schemes as their
true trust values are not known. While trust in WPAN has been discussed in the current state of the art [14],
the method applied are not suitable for WPAN. Firstly, most trust-based schemes are applied only for routing
problem in WPANs and not for prevention of access to untrustworthy node. Secondly, due to the difficulty
in calculating the true trust values for biased nodes for authentication in WPAN context, there is paucity of
research to address this problem. Finally, to the best of our knowledge, no solution for authentication in WPAN
using trust management scheme exists to enhance security in WPANs using network slicing, where nodes
belong to either a primary or a secondary virtual group.

Several methods were proposed to address security in wireless application oriented networks, includ-
ing the work reported in [8], which addressed the issue of detecting impersonation attack in wireless WiFi.
Recently, time-bound lightweight frameworks that are services-based in processing security policies are stud-
ied [15]. Some security approaches are tool-based and focus on the network routing protocols as well as
authentication and encryption techniques [16]. Existing WPAN security methods are predominantly limited
in solving a specific problem [17, 13]. Many new models and metrics for trust evaluation proposed are not
generic and consider specific location-based privacy, backward broadcasting or tunnelling issues [18, 19]. Such
schemes require hybrid security architectures that use different algorithms for different problems. In previous
work, Sazia et al. [20] proposed trust-based authentication mechanism in cognitive radio networks (CRNs)
to secure the spectrum sharing process. However, it did not address trust-biasing problem. Subsequently,
Sazia et al. [21] proposed a community-based grouping technique to ensure the trust-based authentication pro-
cess in CRNs, and in [22] secondary node authentication in WBAN was introduced. However, it lacked the
proof of trust evaluation for authentication. Trust is important as it is a measure of a node’s reliability and
security within the network throughout its communication with other nodes. Other works have limited focus of
trust in healthcare applications for quality of data delivery and network operations [23].

This paper aims to address the issue of node authentication in WPANs in general. It proposes a novel
lightweight method that can enhance the security of WPAN taking into consideration the topology and nature
of the network paradigm. Existing solutions are resource extensive while WPAN do not have computational
power. Further, some nodes or implanted devices are difficult to be maintained with limited power supply,
and WPANs have dynamic and mobile characteristics. So far, WPAN can only support low security require-
ment applications, such as athletes’ wearables, and critical applications, such as continuous heart monitoring
devices. These form our research motivation in proposing a reliable lightweight security mechanism for node
authentication in WPANs.

2. NODE AUTHENTICATION IN WPANS BASED ON TRUST
In WPAN/WBAN, the sensors and devices might be wearable, implanted or used for personal mon-

itoring. Such sensors and monitoring devices are usually designed with minimal complexity and low power
consumption in order to maximize battery life. However, existing security primitive operations, such as hash-
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ing and encryption, require powerful processing and high resources making them unsuitable for these sensors
and devices. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a lightweight framework for trust management and authenti-
cation of nodes in WPAN. The framework treats the WPAN as cognitive radio enabled wireless network, and
divides nodes into two types, primary user (PU) and secondary user (SU). PU is a trusted node in WPAN that
is physically secure, and SU is a node that cognitively operates through the WPAN without causing harmful
interference to the PU. In addition, there is a device that allows other wireless devices to connect to a wired
or wireless network using WiFi, or related standards. In addition, Further, our framework consists two units
called base stations, the primary user base station (PUBS) and secondary user base station (SUBS).

2.1. System model and architecture
Figure 1 depicts the proposed trust based authentication WPAN architecture by dynamically dividing

nodes into two groups: primary and secondary. This architecture fits well for WPAN due to the mobility of the
network and the dynamics of its topology that allows nodes to be part of the network based on several aspects,
including time, and location.

Figure 1. System architecture for the trust-based authentication framework for WPAN/WBAN

The key components of the framework include the (Base station) which acts as a point of contact
between primary nodes as well as secondary nodes. The architecture contains on primary user base station
(PUBS) that connects primary nodes, and a secondary user base station (SUBS) that connects secondary nodes.
In addition, the certificate authority (CA) is used to maintain trust values for all nodes as well as for updating the
trust repository whenever requested from the PUBS or SUBS. In addition, it plays a role in the authentication
process. Finally, Trust repository acts as a database for nodes’ trust values. Since the trust value is publicly
known, its integrity is achieved storing a private trust value for every node locally. The private trust value is
only visible to the CA so that it can be validated against any malicious modification.

2.2. Operation of trust-based authentication framework
This section shows how nodes can join the WPAN as secondary nodes using the proposed architecture.

Figure 2 shows the steps, where the node request is made by the node to the WPAN. The request is processed
into the BS, which in turn calculates a trust value for the node, and communicate it with the CA. The CA
first checks for biasing, and if detected, the biasing algorithm is used to handle this situation. Otherwise, the
authentication decision is made based on the calculated trust value. The decision is communicated, and the
trust value is updated if necessary.

The first step of the proposed method is to perform trust calculation for candidate nodes. When a
node wants to use the network resources i.e. as a secondary node, the SUBS calculates its corresponding
trust value. this is achieved by asking all member nodes of the SUBS to assign a trust value to the candidate
node. Once every member communicates back its recommended value, based on history of the node, the SUBS
aggregates the received trust values and obtains one for the candidate node. If the node is deemed trustworthy,
then it is either authenticated by the SUBS or the request is forwarded to the PUBS. In this case, the PUBS
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also calculates the candidate node’s trust value to decide its eligibility to access the required resources. This
is done through the trust based authentication framework process as shown in Figure 2. Any calculated trust
value of the candidate node must be communicated to the CA to process it. Once a trust value is calculated,
authentication process is started. Authentication is performed based on trust value and a predefined threshold.
While processing trust value through the CA, a biasing check is performed, if the calculated trust value is
found biased, then SUBS handle this situation by marking nodes with improper trust value is biased. Trust
calculation, authentication, and biasing are discussed in more detail in the following two sections.

Node Request

BS Trust 
Calculation

Trust processed 
in CA 

Bias Detection 
Algorithm

Bias Resolution 
Algorithm

Accept Node

Authentication 
Decision

Reject Node

Figure 2. Trust based authentication framework

3. TRUST EVALUATION
In a real life scenario, large number of connected devices, such as wearable devices, smart devices,

WBSN nodes, devices with tags, etc get connected dynamically making trust calculation becomes a continuous
process. We define trust in WPAN as a degree of reliability and security that can be ensured when a SU
requests to access any PU’s node. In this context, trust is calculated for authenticating a SU’s request and
to determine whether the SU can be allowed to use a PU’s free spectrum or other network resources without
causing any security breach or malicious attack in the WPAN. In our proposed framework, we calculate the
candidate SU node’s trust comprehensively using the direct trust, indirect trust and integrated trust evaluation
models, which are described next. Our proposal differs from the methods adopted in literature [24, 25] as it is
uniquely modeled for WPAN. Figure 3 shows a scenario for trust evaluation models in our proposed framework
by depicting the different trust relationships between a candidate SU node and other member PU nodes. The
trust values calculated using three trust evaluation models, namely direct trust, indirect trust and integrated
trust, with trust values are in the range of 0 (complete distrust) and 1 (complete trust). In the next subsections,
we explain the process adopted in calculating the candidate node’s trust value using various scenarios of the
member node relationships established.
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Figure 3. A scenario for trust evaluation models
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3.1. Direct trust value calculation
In this model, we evaluate the direct trust of a candidate node by proposing a computation method for

determining a quantitative direct trust value. The direct trust value of a node is calculated by other member
nodes if a direct relationship has been established between them via some past interaction and cooperation
experiences. Let us denote the direct trust value as TDirecttrust. In Figure 3, node 2 represents the candidate
SU node, and it has established direct communication links with both node 1 and node 4. Hence, node 1
and node 4 will use the direct trust evaluation model based on the past communication link to calculate the
candidate node’s trust value.

A candidate node’s direct trust value is determined based on the member nodes that have established a
direct communication link or cooperation. In a dynamic WPAN, the relationships between nodes keep chang-
ing. Hence, the trust values determined by the member nodes have to be constantly monitored by the base
station according to the users’ multi-attribute trust values. A historic record of information about all the past
communication links established are maintained in a table of cooperation records as shown in Table 1. The
candidate node’s trust value is calculated based on its attribute values. In our proposed approach, each at-
tribute has three values associated, namely the number of successes (Si, i = 1, 2....n), the number of failures
(Fi, i = 1, 2...n) and the amount of cooperation (Ci, i = 1, 2, ....n). We assume equal values assigned between
the users for cooperative/non-cooperative behavior during their interaction process.

Table 1. Cooperation record table
Attributes Success Failure Cooperation Sum
A1 S1 F1 C1

A2 S2 F2 C2

.... .... .... ....
An Sn Fn Cn

We define the cooperation sum used in Table 1 as the total sum of the number of successes and failures
of a candidate node’s request or event and is represented by Ci = Si + Fi, i = 1, 2, ...n. The trust value for
attribute Ai can be computed based on the values in Table 1 and then can be used to calculate the candidate
node’s overall trust value (denoted by TDirecttrust) with n attributes Ai, i = 1, 2, ..n by combining the trust
values for each attribute TAi

as follows:

TDirecttrust =

n∑
i=1

TAi

n∑
i=1

TAi +
n∑

i=1

(1− TAi)
, where TAi

=
Si

Ci
, (1)

3.2. Indirect trust value calculation
In order to evaluate the indirect trust of a candidate node in the absence of any direct communication

link with another node, we consider the recommendations from the neighboring member nodes. The past
interactions between the surrounding member nodes and the candidate node is used to establish the indirect
trust value of the candidate node. In this model, each member node that does not have any past communication
link or cooperation experience with the candidate node will then make a request to other neighboring member
nodes for providing recommendations about the candidate node. By this method, the candidate node’s trust
is calculated indirectly Let us denote such an indirect trust value as TIndirecttrust. As shown in Figure 3,
node 3 has no direct communication link with the candidate node (node 2). However, node 3 has a direct
communication with node 1 and node 4. Hence, node 3 can facilitate a request to node 1 and node 4 to make
a recommendation about the candidate node. Therefore, the indirect trust evaluation model will be adopted for
node 3 to compute the candidate node’s trust value.

According to the second scenario of our trust evaluation model, where the member node does not have
direct communication link or cooperation established with the candidate node, an indirect trust value is calcu-
lated. In this case, the member node makes a request to other neighboring member nodes for recommendations
about the candidate node. We divide these surrounding nodes into three different types, namely reliable nodes
(trustworthy nodes), unknown nodes and unreliable nodes. Reliable nodes are those surrounding nodes that
have provided trustworthy recommendations in the past. Let (Treliable) denote the trust value recommended
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by such reliable nodes. Unknown nodes are those surrounding nodes from whom the member node has not
solicited recommendations in the past. Let (Tunknown) represent the trust value recommended by these un-
known nodes. Based on history of events, if a neighboring node has provided incorrect recommendations in the
past, it is considered as an unreliable node. Let (Tunreliable) denote the trust value recommended by unreliable
nodes. In the Indirect Trust value calculation, the member node considers the recommendations from reliable
and unreliable nodes only and not from the unreliable nodes. In addition, a weight factor which represents the
degree of utility/importance based on the events that were monitored and quantified are given to distinguish
between the recommendations from reliable and unknown nodes. It is logical to expect a higher weight factor
assigned to reliable nodes’ recommendations as that of unknown nodes. The trust values of both Treliable and
Tunknown are required to be first calculated in order to determine the candidate node’s Indirect Trust value.

The process of calculating trust value from reliable nodes consists of two steps: i) the member node
retrieves the trust values stored locally from the reliable nodes they have directly evaluated; and ii) the member
node receives trust values from reliable nodes who have provided the recommendations about the candidate
node’s trust value. The member node combines all these trust values and computes Treliable using 2.

Treliable =

nreliable∑
i=1

TMRi
× TRCi

nreliable
(2)

where TMRi denotes the trust value from member node (M) to i th reliable node (R);
TRCi

denotes the trust value from reliable node (R) to candidate node (C) and
nreliable denotes the total number of reliable nodes.

Next, the trust values from unknown nodes Tunknown are calculated using 3.

Tunknown =

nunknown∑
k=1

TUCk

nunknown
(3)

where TUCk
denotes the trust value from kth unknown node to candidate node and

nunknown denotes the total number of unknown nodes.
Let us denote a weight Wreliable to be allocated to the reliable nodes’ trust value Treliable and a weight

Wunknown to be assigned to unknown nodes’ trust value Tunknown. We use the approach given in [Reference
thesis] to allocate the weights, Wreliable and Wunknown.

We adopt the traditional weighted approach to calculate the candidate node’s overall Indirect Trust
value as follows, where Wreliable +Wunknown = 1 and Wreliable,Wunknown ∈ [0, 1]:

TIndirecttrust = TreliableWreliable + TunknownWunknown (4)

3.3. Integrated trust value calculation
It is typical that WPAN exhibits dynamic situations from time to time, establishing direct as well as

indirect communication links between the nodes. An integrated trust evaluation model is proposed here for
situations where both direct and the indirect trust values have been computed. In this model, we combine both
direct trust and indirect trust values from member nodes in order to compute the candidate node’s overall trust
value indirectly. Let us denote the integrated trust value as Tig . In Figure 3, both node 1 and node 4 has
established both direct and indirect communication links with the candidate node (node 2). Therefore, node 1
and node 4 will adopt the integrated trust evaluation model to combine the direct trust as well as Indirect Trust
values computed from both links for determining the candidate node’s overall trust value.

In the third scenario of trust evaluation model of our proposed framework, the Integrated Trust value
of a candidate node is calculated for situations when the candidate node has established both direct and indirect
communication links with member nodes. In this case based on the requirements of a certain task, each member
node assigns different weights using the weighted approach. Let us denote Wdt as the weight for the direct
trust value and Wit as the weight for the indirect trust value. Then, the candidate node’s Integrated Trust value
is calculated by the following equation, where Wdt +Wit = 1 and Wdt,Wit ∈ [0, 1]

Tig = Wdt × Tdt +Wit × Tit (5)
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These calculations determine if a cooperation between nodes have taken place and each member node updates
the Integrated Trust value of its cooperation node (candidate node) accordingly. The SUBS can now make a
decision on an SU’s request to authenticate access to PU’s network based on the above calculated trust value.
While the above trust evaluation model works for existing SU in the network, it does not cater to situations
when a new user who has securely joined a secondary network of the WPAN makes a request to access the
PU’s network, This is because the trust value may not be available with the PUBS or other PUs. Hence, we
propose a bootstrapping method to address such a new SU case scenario in the next subsection.

3.4. Bootstrapping of trust value calculation
We propose a bootstrapping method for the PUBS to determine the trust value for a newly joined SU

under two main methods: i) Triangular Trust value calculation; and ii) Reference Trust value calculation. The
algorithm for bootstrapping a new SU’s trust value is provided in the following three steps:
−A newly joined SU requests the SUBS to access the PU’s free spectrum. This request is subjective to

the trust value determined by the SUBS and is based on: i) its joining process to the secondary network;
and ii) its behaviour pattern observed for a certain period of time. On successful completion of this
authentication process, the SUBS sends the request to the PUBS for further action.

−When the PUBS receives the request from the SUBS for the SU to access the primary network, the
authentication is based on the SU’s trust value. At this stage, since the SU node has no trust value with
either the PUBS or the other PUs, triangular trust value calculation method is invoked, which is based on
the trust relationship between the PUBS and SUBS.

−There are two pathways: i) a trust relationship exists between PUBS and SUBS-SU’s trust value is based
on the triangular trust value calculation method; or ii) no trust relationship exists between the SUBS and
PUBS-trustworthy member nodes in the secondary network are used by the PUBS and the SU’s trust
value is based on reference trust value calculation method.

We provide a detailed algorithm of trust value calculations under both triangular trust and reference
trust methods in the following subsections.

3.4.1. Triangular trust value calculation
This bootstrapping method is used when some trust relationship exists between the SUBS and PUBS.

The triangular trust calculation method is used here to determine the trust value of a new SU when it has a
relationship with the SUBS but not with the PUBS. Let us assume the trust relationship between PUBS −→
SUBS; SUBS −→ SU1 for calculating the trust value of the SU node (SU1), and denote TPUBS,SU1 as the
trust value of the PUBS for the SU node (SU1). Assuming the trust value between PUBS and SUBS to be 0.8,
and the trust value between SUBS and SU1 to be 0.7, we have TPUBS,SUBS = 0.8 and TSUBS,SU1 = 0.7, we
can calculate the Triangular Trust value between the PUBS and SU1 as follows:

TPUBS,SU1 = TPUBS,SUBS ∗ TSUBS,SU1 = 0.8 ∗ 0.7 = 0.56

3.4.2. Reference trust value calculation
This bootstrapping method is used in cases where there is no relationship between PUBS and SUBS.

The reference trust value calculation for a newly joined SU is based on the recommendations from other users.
The difference here from the indirect trust value calculation method is that the SUs and not the PUs request
for recommendations from the PUBS. Here, various trust values received are collected and the average of these
values are computed to determine the overall trust value for the new SU. As shown in Figure 4, let us assume
the trust relationship between different nodes such that PUBS trusts SU2 and SU3 with a value of 0.5 and 0.6,
respectively, and SU1 who is a newly joined SU has a trust value of 0.5 with SU2 and 0.4 with SU3. In this
case, the average trust value between the PUBS and SU1 is determined as follows:

TPUBS,SU1 =(TPUBS,SU2 ∗ TSU2,SU1 + TPUBS,SU3 ∗ TSU3,SU1))/2 = (0.5 ∗ 0.5 + 0.6 ∗ 0.4)/2 =
0.249 =⇒ 0.25

Finally, the PUBS decides to declare whether the SU node (SU1) is trustworthy or not based on
whether the above computed trust value (either through Triangular Trust relationship or Reference Trust rela-
tionship) is greater than the predefined threshold value (Tthreshold) or not. Hence, the predefined threshold
value plays a major role in determining the minimum level of trust required by the PUBS.
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Figure 4. A new SU node within a reference trust relationship

4. AUTHENTICATING AND BIASING PROBLEM RESOLUTION
If a node is eligible to access the network resources, then, it will authenticated by the BS. This is done

by having the SUBS compares the computed trust value, T , against the predefined threshold, (Tthreshold). The
candidate node is authenticated only if its trust value is greater than the required threshold, otherwise it request
is rejected. On the other hand, the SUBS may forward the request to the PUBS, which also obtains the node’s
trust value and validates it against the authentication threshold. The node is authenticated only if it has trust
value higher than the threshold. There are several advantages of adopting this mechanism. First, the network
can support two levels of authentication. Second, certain nodes might be authenticated for certain resources
but not for others, and finally, the threshold of authentication can be adjusted in order to relax or strict access
based on how critical the application is.

Biasing may occur only at the SUBS, therefore, it is processed by the SUBS by asking the CA to pro-
vide the current candidate node’s trust value, if there is one. The SUBS also obtain a trust recommended values
from member nodes. The CA validates the candidate node’s trust value it has through the public and private
repositories, and communicates a validated one to the SUBS. The SUBS compares the computed received value
from CA with the calculated one through members. If there is a difference, then the SUBS mark the candidate
node’s trust value as biased. SUBS then check the value communicated from members node before and after
the biasing occurs. The SUBS then reports nodes that provide different trust values are ‘malicious node’ or
‘biased by a malicious node’. This information is communicated to all of SUBS member nodes.

Tdt =

n∑
i=1

TAi

n∑
i=1

TAi
+

n∑
i=1

(1− TAi
)
=

0.57 + 0.71 + 0.42

(0.57 + 0.71 + 0.42) + (1− 0.57) + (1− 0.71) + (1− 0.42)
= 0.56

(6)

Treliable =

nreliable∑
i=1

TMRi
× TRCi

nreliable
=

0.45 ∗ 0.5 + 0.6 ∗ 0.45 + 0.5 ∗ 0.7
3

= 0.28 (7)

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We assume that none of the nodes is biased. The input parameters for the two networks are the

number candidate nodes, the number of nodes in the network, and the threshold for trust. The first network acts
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as secondary network and has 5 nodes. The second network acts as a primary network and also has 5 member
nodes and one base station. We also assume that each has 3 criteria for trust. We also assume that a threshold
trust value of 0.6 is initially used. Trust value calculation is conducted by members in the two networks using
direct trust, and then communicated with the base station. The final trust value is them calculated by the base
station and sent to the CA. The final trust value is then used to check for biasing make a decision about user
authentication.

In this section we demonstrate authentication based on the trust value, where we consider three cases
for node validation in both networks, in the first we address node authentication is granted in the secondary
network, then node authentication is granted in the primary network, and finally, node authentication is denied.
For authentication in the secondary network, we assume that node 2 is the candidate node in the secondary
network, and that the rest of nodes will provide their trust recommendation about node 2 to the secondary
network base station. It is also assumed that nodes are fair and not biased. We conducted simulation by
generating 100 repetitive cases for the success and failure for each time period for three criteria, where trust
value for the candidate node is assigned using equations 1 and 6. The trust values of the candidate node
recommended from the four nodes in the secondary network for different time periods are shown in Table 2.
Therefore, the average trust value of the candidate node for every criteria can be calculated. For instance for
the first criteria it is equal to : 0.81+0.32+0.76+0.99

4 = 0.72. Then, the final trust value of the candidate node
calculated from the using the three different criteria as : 0.72+0.67+0.45

3 = 0.61.

Table 2. Recommended trust value calculated from nodes in the secondary network using three criteria
Candidate Node Node number in ‘Network 1’ Criteria 1 Criteria 2 Criteria 3
4*Node 2 1 0.818 0.996 0.645

3 0.321 0.045 0.998
4 0.763 0.316 0.959
5 0.996 0.855 0.487

In the next step, the computed trust value is compared with the trust threshold and the decision is
made based on this comparison, as shown in Table 3. Since he computed final trust value of 0.61 is larger than
the threshold value of 0.6, the SUBS authenticates the candidate node to accept its request to use the network
resources or forwards its request to the secondary network as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Authentication of candidate node in the secondary network
Candidate node Trust Value of Candidate node Final trust value Threshold value ≥ threshold ? Decision

Criteria 1 Criteria 2 Criteria 3 3*
Node 2 0.72 0.67 0.45 0.61 0.6 Yes Request is
Network 1’ authenticated

or forwarded to
‘ ‘Network 2’

For authentication in the primary network, we demonstrate an authentication request for a candidate
node for the resources in the primary network. We assume that the primary network has five nodes and three
criteria, where node 5 is assumed to be the candidate node. The member nodes of the primary network calculate
the trust value for node 5 using direct trust from different time periods using three criteria as illustrated in Table
4. The average trust value of the candidate node for each criteria is calculated, for instance, for criteria 1 it
is 0.59+0.95+0.76+0.93

4 = 0.81. The base station calculates the final trust value using : 0.81+0.55+0.77
3 = 0.71,

which is then communicates it to the CA. This value is also used compared with the threshold of 0.6, and as a
result, the candidate node is granted access to the primary network as illustrated in Table 5.

In this example we show request rejected case, where the same steps in the first case are performed,
where node number 2 in the secondary network is the candidate node. Table 5 shows the final calculated trust
value of 0.3 is less than the threshold value, therefore, the request is not authenticated in the secondary network.
In other words, the candidate node is not considered valid and in its own network, therefore, the base station of
the secondary network does not forward the request to access the primary network resources. Next, we consider
the biased nodes case where a number of biased nodes takes part in the authentication process of certain nodes.
This example will show how biasing is detected, and how the base station resolves this issue along with the CA.
We assume that the secondary network has 5 nodes, and that node 3 is the candidate node. We will also assume
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that some member nodes will intentionally assign biased trust values for the candidate node. Once biasing is
detected, resolution is performed by the network as demonstrated.

Table 4. Recommended trust value calculated from nodes using three criteria in primary network
Candidate Node Node number in ‘Network 2’ Criteria 1 Criteria 2 Criteria 3
4*Node 5 1 0.599 0.996 0.645

3 0.960 0.045 0.998
4 0.765 0.316 0.959
5 0.931 0.855 0.487

Table 5. Recommended trust value calculated from nodes using three criteria in primary and secondary
networks

Candidate node Trust Value of Candidate node Final trust value Threshold value ≥ threshold ? Decision
Criteria 1 Criteria 2 Criteria 3 3*

Node 2 in 0.81 0.55 0.77 0.71 0.6 Yes Request is
‘Network 1’ authenticated
Node 4 in 0.21 0.33 0.47 0.33 0.6 No Request is
‘Network 1’ Declined

The candidate node’s trust value is calculated by the member nodes in ‘Network 1’, where all member
nodes are fair. For criteria 1, four nodes in ‘Network 1’ assign a trust value to the candidate node accordingly,
as shown in Table 6 shows trust value for candidate node 3 before biasing. The final trust value for the candidate
node as calculated by the base station in the secondary network is 0.8056+0.7842+0.5032

3 = 0.6976. This value
is communicated to the CA, which stores it as the same for private value and public value for each node in the
database before biasing. Assuming that member node 5 is biased, and that it will assign false trust values for
the candidate node, the base station calculates the final trust value for node 3 in network 1 becomes 0.69, 0.93,
and 0.57 for the three criteria with final value of 0.80, which is different from the trust value computed before
biasing takes place. Once this trust value is communicated with the CA, it will be detected as biased due to
large difference. In order to resolve this problem, the CA identifies all the trust values for all member nodes
in both networks in the repository and forwards the information to the base station in the secondary network
where biasing was initiated. This example shows how the biased value is detected in the secondary network.
Once a biasing is detected, the case station checks for the trust value assigned by its nodes for all criteria as
illustrated in Table 7, which shows that node 5 was biased with its trust assignment. Therefore, the secondary
network base station communicates this information to all nodes in the network and excludes the biased node
from further contributions in the trust calculation.

Table 6. Trust value calculated in secondary network using three criteria
Candidate Node number Criteria 1 Criteria 2 Criteria 3
Node in ‘Network 1’
4*Node 2 1 0.701 0.998 0.555

2 0.983 0.787 0.582
4 0.973 0.983 0.182
5 0.584 0.376 0.725

Table 7. Trust value calculated for biasing detection in secondary network for different criteria
Criteria Criteria Node number Trust value before biasing Trust value after biasing Similar Decision
4*1 Node 1 0.7016 0.7016 Yes Not biased

Node 2 0.9833 0.9833 Yes Not biased
Node 4 0.9737 0.9737 Yes Not biased
Node 5 0.5843 0.9999 No Biased

4*2 Node 1 0.9982 0.9982 Yes Not biased
Node 2 0.7866 0.7866 Yes Not biased
Node 4 0.9833 0.9833 Yes Not biased
Node 5 0.3760 0.9999 No Biased

4*3 Node 1 0.5554 0.5554 Yes Not biased
Node 2 0.5826 0.5826 Yes Not biased
Node 4 0.1822 0.1822 Yes Not biased
Node 5 0.7253 0.9999 No Biased
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6. CONCLUSION
In WPANs, certain untrustworthy nodes may have unauthorized access to certain resources due to

high mobility of nodes. This affects the normal operation of the WPAN, as well as the ability to manipulate
data being collected and is crucial if the data is either sensitive or used in mission critical decisions. In addition,
any malicious activity by untrustworthy nodes can degrade the network performance and may cause malfunc-
tioning of the whole WPAN. Since WPANs operate with sensors and devices that have resource limitations,
a lightweight secure communication of nodes in WPANs is the main focus in this work as compared to other
wireless paradigms, such as WiFi. This paper proposed a trust-based framework for authentication in WPAN
that uses the concept of network slicing in order to virtually treat the WPAN as two separate entities: primary,
and secondary networks. The method is based on obtaining an evaluation of trust for nodes that are willing to
join the WPAN. A method is provided in order to maintain trust repository which is used to overcome bias-
ing problem that arise from trust based authentication. The proposed trust based framework was shown to be
lightweight and therefore can help in attaining secure communication among sensors and devices in WPAN.
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